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The difficulty of getting research data to influence practice is well recognised in many fields including public health, education, social science, and clinical health care. A number of factors appear to limit the use of research. First, researchers and practitioners often work in isolation of each other. Second, researchers have few incentives to ensure dissemination of results apart from publication. Third, research organisations and service delivery organisations have different objectives, time frames, philosophies, and cultures. Fourth, management support for implementing changes in service delivery in response to research, though crucial, is often lacking. Last, research results may not be relevant to practitioners who often need data simply to legitimise and sustain predetermined actions.

Strengthening the capacity of practitioners to conduct their own research, or to be actively involved in research, could ensure that the data generated are relevant and useful to practitioners. The inclusion of area health service (AHS) specific questions in the 1997 NSW Health Survey provided the opportunity to examine this hypothesis, and the process of transferring research into practice in 17 different locations.

The 1997 NSW Health Survey was a telephone survey of randomly selected residents aged 16 and over in each of the 17 AHSs of NSW. In addition to the core questionnaire, each AHS was invited to submit up to three minutes of questions that were asked only of English-speaking respondents in their AHS. The AHS specific questions were included in the Survey to assist the AHSs to meet their responsibilities for the health of their populations, by providing a mechanism to collect local data to inform service planning and evaluation. AHSs were not given specific guidelines on how to develop their questions, although each was asked to nominate a contact person and support was provided by the NSW Department of Health in the form of feedback on submitted questions. Most AHSs settled on about fifteen questions that covered five broad topic areas.

The aims of this study were to investigate the:

- extent to which AHSs analysed the responses to their questions;
- extent to which each AHS used the results generated from their questions;
- relationship between the process of question development, the extent of analysis, and the use of the results.

METHODS

The data were collected in two waves of semi-structured telephone interviews with AHS staff who were involved in the development of the AHS’s questions. The first wave of interviews examined each AHS’s process of developing the questions and the planned use of the responses. These interviews were conducted in 1998, before the responses to the AHS’s questions were available. The second wave of interviews, conducted in 1999 and 2001, after the responses had been provided to the AHSs, examined the extent of data analysis, dissemination and use by each AHS. Four AHSs did not complete the second interview, as question developers were unable to be contacted. All of the first and 10 of the second wave of interviews were conducted by Julianne Quaine.

Notes recorded during the interviews were examined by the three authors to identify differences between AHSs in the processes followed to develop their questions and the subsequent analysis, dissemination, and use of the data.

RESULTS

Development of AHS questions

AHSs varied in the process of development of their questions:

- the degree of organisational structure associated with question development ranged from a loose collaboration of interested individuals to the establishment of a specific committee;
- the level of consultation varied from a very consultative approach including a wide range of participants, to consultation involving only one or two people;
- the organisational positions and roles of people involved differed among AHSs. However, in most AHSs, public health and/or health promotion staff were involved in the development of the questions;
- some AHSs selected question topics according to AHS priorities, while in others topics were determined by the personal interests of the question developers;
- during the development phase, some AHSs were very specific about the intended use of the survey data, while others were not.
Analysis and use of AHS data

The analysis and use of data also varied between AHSs:

- the level of data analysis ranged from none to extensive, involving for instance cross tabulations with age and sex and other demographic variables. Within AHSs that had performed analyses, the extent of the analysis varied among topic areas;
- the reporting of the analysis of the question responses varied from an internal report to a more detailed report or a paper for publication—where more complex analysis was undertaken, the reporting was likely to be in a paper for publication;
- where analysis of the question responses had occurred, the degree of dissemination of the analysis varied from limited circulation among the question developers to wide dissemination, either to a range of groups across the AHS or via publication of results.

AHSs were classified into four groups according to the degree of analysis and reporting of the data generated by their questions (Table 1).

Overall, respondents reported that the results arising from the AHS specific questions had little influence on AHS priorities, policies or services; in fact the questions were said to have had an influence in only three AHSs. However, some respondents pointed out that the data had confirmed what they knew or suspected about an issue and so the effect had been to maintain a status quo.

Where little or no analysis of the data had been undertaken, respondents cited a number of reasons for this. Foremost was a lack of skills or resources to undertake the analysis. Some AHSs felt that the data did not appear to be very useful or provide the information they had expected. In a number of AHSs, staff who had been involved in developing the questions had left, resulting in data that were no longer considered relevant to the AHS.

Predictors of analysis of AHS data

The five AHSs where a detailed analysis had been undertaken were examined to identify possible predictor variables in the question development process. These AHSs had several similar features:

- senior population health-oriented staff were involved in question development;
- they followed a structured approach in the development of their questions;
- consultation in the development of the questions was restricted to a defined group of people within the AHS, usually within population health services;
- there was at least one local champion for the questions. It appeared that questions that were of interest to individual members of the question development group were more likely to be analysed in detail compared with questions that were proposed to the group by others;
- the question champion(s) still worked in the AHS when the data became available;
- they were able to state clearly at the first interview how the data were going to be used. This was true even within AHSs where there was internal variation in the degree of analysis of the questions—those questions for which the question developers were clearly able to articulate the planned use of the data were more likely to have been analysed.

In contrast, the eight AHSs where little or no analysis occurred also shared features in common in the development of their questions:

- the main question developer was generally in a junior position within the AHS, with limited support from more senior staff;
- the process to determine the questions was generally unstructured, regardless of whether it involved few or many people;
- there was a low level of interest in the AHS in the development of the questions;
- there was a lack of clarity about how the data were to be used.

Predictors of the data influencing practice

Only three AHSs reported that the data from the AHS specific questions had any influence on the programs or priorities of the AHS. It is therefore difficult to identify predictor variables for this. However, common features were again clarity about the intended use of the data, and the involvement of an individual who was particularly interested in the data.

CONCLUSIONS

We are conscious that no definite conclusions can be drawn from such a small study. The inclusion of AHS specific questions in the 1997 NSW Health Survey was, however, a ‘natural experiment’ and we believe that with limited resources we have identified some interesting findings. The involvement of local service providers in the development of AHS specific questions did not guarantee that the data generated would be analysed or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extent of analysis and reporting</th>
<th>Number of areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detailed analysis of all questions and a report completed</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailed analysis of some question data with some reporting</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple analysis of all or some question data with limited reporting to question developers</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No analysis</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Four AHSs did not complete the second interview.
used. However, this study suggests that involving practitioners in research is more likely to result in the data being analysed if certain conditions are present:

- question development occurs within a structured process involving relatively few, senior, population health-oriented staff;
- the proposed use of the data is clear during the question development process;
- a champion for the questions is involved from start to finish;
- there are sufficient skills and resources to undertake the analysis.

There are several possible reasons why the data had limited local influence. First, AHSs are likely to be influenced to change priorities or services by a whole range of factors. Thus, local data are likely to be used only in conjunction with other information and requirements. Second, some data supported an AHS’s existing understanding of an issue and therefore changes were not required. Confirming the appropriateness of current services or priorities is, we believe, a legitimate use of data. Third, this was the first time that AHSs had had the opportunity to contribute locally generated questions to a statewide survey.
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Around one-quarter of NSW residents were born overseas, and 50 per cent of these were born in countries where English is not the main language spoken. Of these, over 25 per cent do not speak English proficiently enough to complete a telephone survey in English. In order to improve the representation of people of non-English speaking (NES) background in the surveys, the questionnaires for the 1997 and 1998 NSW Health Surveys, 1999 Older People’s Health Survey, and 2001 Child Health Survey, were translated into the major community languages where English proficiency is poor. This article describes the challenges of translating health survey instruments, lessons learnt through experience, and issues for consideration in the future.

CHALLENGES
The main aim of any translation is to ensure that the meaning of the text is maintained, as opposed to the actual content of the text. When translating health survey instruments, not only must the meaning be maintained, but differences among cultures in how ‘health’ is perceived and expressed must also be incorporated.

In population surveys of this kind, an additional challenge is to incorporate the translation process within the overall survey development program, to ensure that it is simple and cost-effective. Conversely, the number of languages to be translated needs to be minimised, and the translated questionnaires need to be able to accommodate the differences within language groups such as dialect, regional variation, and cultural nuance.

NSW HEALTH SURVEY PROGRAM TRANSLATION MODEL
In order to address these difficulties, and other related issues, staff working on the NSW Health Survey Program examined models for translation and from these developed a translation model. This model has three main stages: pre-translation, translation, and back-translation (Figure 1).

The current translation model has been used by the NSW Health Survey Program since 1997, with only minor amendments. Translated questionnaires have been